
LLSVLL 2023 AA Bylaws

The Board of Directors of LLSV Little League has adopted these bylaws for the 2023 Season. These rules shall be followed
without exception by ALL teams. 

AA- The goal of this division is to introduce pitching, playmaking and base running to players who have successfully
completed the coach pitch division with LLSVLL or who have had skill assessment assigned to this division.

Pre- Season

1. Teams are encouraged to have at least 2 practices per week and no more than 4 practices per week prior to the
start of the season.

2. Teams will be organized according to coach selection, considering grade school and home address.

Season

1. Score and pitch count will be kept by the home team book.
2. Coaches will umpire from behind the mound when their team is at bat.  This allows for a quick change to coach

pitch once a walk occurs.
3. There will be 2 games and at least one practice per week (with no more than 2 practices each week).
4. All teams are required to use a continuous batting line up through the game.
5. 1-1⁄2 hour time limit on games. No new inning shall start after 1-1⁄4 hours.
6. In a game called due to weather or safety concerns (I.e.- darkness), the winning score will revert to the last

completed inning.
7. An inning is completed once 3 outs are recorded or 5 runs are scored by the hitting team.
8. The following run rules are in effect and the losing team will concede the game;  15 runs after 3 innings, 10 runs

after 4 innings and 8 runs after 5 innings. Games will end at the half inning if the home team is ahead.
9. There is free substitution in the field, but all players will play at least 3 defensive outs. We encourage our coaches

to play everyone equally; when the players put in the effort at practice, but this is a coach decision.
10. Hardballs will be used during game play.
11. All fielders will be placed in regular positions, with 9 players maximum on the field. All infield players must be in

proper infield positions: Pitcher, catcher, 1st base, 2nd base, shortstop and 3rd base.
12. A courtesy runner is allowed and encouraged for catchers with 2 outs to speed the game up.

Pitching/Gameplay

1. AA will be player pitch with a distance no closer that 41’ but we recommend 46’ be used.
2. No walks will be awarded.
3. After 4 balls are thrown to a batter the hitting team coach will pitch a maximum 4 pitches (no closer than 41’).

The count does not matter at this point and the player now has 4 pitches from the coach to hit the ball.  If the
player does not hit the ball, an out is recorded.  If the 4th pitch is fouled off, an additional pitch may be made

4. No illegal pitches as described by the LL rule book.

5. Pitchers can throw a maximum of two innings per game or 50 pitches.  Pitch counts must be kept by teams and
reported on our website with the score by the home team

6. If a batter is hit during an at bat the player pitch for that batter is completed.  The batter will be allowed to take
their base or complete their at bat- receiving 4 pitches from the coach- a walk will not be awarded after receiving
pitches from the coach.

7. A pitcher must be removed if they hit 4 batters.



8. Steals are allowed with LL rules applying.  Only one base can be advanced on a steal attempt per runner (even if
catcher overthrows to base or on a passed ball).

9. Stealing of home is not allowed.  Once a player reaches third- they must be hit in.
10. Players may not steal on overthrows from a catcher returning the ball to pitcher after a pitch is thrown.
11. Players may advance one base on overthrown balls from fielders attempting to make a play.   No advancement

can be made on throws to the pitcher from a fielder or catcher.
12. In general, we want players to attempt to make plays, we want them to attempt to make accurate throws.

Pushing them to do so will help their player development moving forward. We want to teach them to run the
bases correctly and be aggressive without running all over the field.  In doing this- be mindful to not run on every
overthrown ball if backup is there- try and send them on plays you would actually send them on when they are
older.


